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Luis Castellanos mines copper 
ith software pe WwW ware. 

Most copper is found deep under- Plus, there’s more to TIRKS than are just beginning. He believes that, ground. But the Bell System's 995 “mining copper.” It also configures as more computer hardware and million miles of copper cable have circuits and assigns components software systems like TIRKS tons of it above and below ground. needed for each circuit path. That interact, new benefits for customers That copper provides vital circuit allows Bell companies to respond may be possible, as well as 
paths to transmit customer voice, faster to customer requests for com- additional productivity increases data and video signals for today’s plex services like video and data for employees. 
Information Age needs. ee eae Luis joined Bell Labs with a B.S. And Luis Castellanos, seven _ apie = Seon ay in computer science from Pratt In- years out of undergraduate school, e a ‘ity se id cireults and fore- stitute. Under a company-spon- supervises one of the groups that cast facility needs. sored graduate study program, he helps Bell System companies “mine” Before TIRKS was available, attended Stevens Institute of Tech- all that copper. He works with one of keeping track of communications nology for his M.S. in computer the largest computer hardware and circuits and facilities required enor- science. At the same time, he software systems in the world—the mous amounts of paperwork and worked part-time assuming respon- Trunks Integrated Record Keeping manual calculation. Every day, the sibility for a large piece of TIRKS System (TIRKS). Every day it average Bell System company software. Working with design 
“mines” the vast Bell network for handles orders involving 1500 teams, he gained valuable insight available circuits and equipment. As circuits and up to 7500 individual from experienced members. Now, a result of efficient use of network components associated with them. his technical performance has facilities, the Bell System saves Each detail has to be specified earned him a promotion to millions by eliminating the need for and accounted for. supervisor. 
certain capital expenditures. Now, thanks to people like Luis, If you're interested in similar 

r TIRKS keeps track of all that infor- challenging employment opportun- 
; mation instantaneously using com- ities at Bell Labs, write: 

pe puters. Information is up-to-date. It's Bell Laboratories 
Pe ae instantly available. And it's more Room HL-3J-238 

: pS accurate. 600 Mountain Avenue 
: ae According to computer scientists Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974 = itil like Luis, the benefits from TIRKS An equal opportunity employer. 
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When you're out in front, you have to run a little faster than the rest. NI ie he 

It takes aggressive and career-oriented individuals to keep Anheuser- pas. nee 

Busch on top. : Ce) Fis ee 

If you're looking for the opportunity to run out in front, talk with our a ) oan ) | pais 

recruiter when they come to your campus. y ny lee sta 

a Sen 

CENTRAL ENGINEERING yom i yeas heehee 

B.S.M.E. - M.E.’s will gain experience in such diverse fields as ¢ AV) B Danes 

material handling, equipment layout, piping system development, ’ ¥ ey Seen 

steam generation, compressed air systems, ventilation, heating and /; , ye na 

air conditioning, and high-speed bottle and can packaging. Si one Rs 

B.S.E.E. - E.E.’s can expect to be working in such areas as electrical he as j " 

machine design and applications, power distribution, sub-station ih fol OE: y’ / , 

layout as well as industrial and commercial lighting, electrical Lam J f) La 

control circuits, and systems control. v7 cy Z pe aw i | 

These positions are project oriented and allow you the opportunity 4 ad tae Oo | 

to work on a project from conception to completion. { if. ¢ M: 

sh) a ' 

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM . , i. | 

Opportunities exist in our Corporate Management Training Program F qf 

for individuals with leadership ability and Engineering degrees. J r 

Under this one-year program, college graduates are exposed to all Mem ‘ f 

aspects of Anheuser-Busch Companies functions and man- ] en 4 

agement. Time is spentina “home” department, as well as { f P 

in staff and line organizations to learn through observation { 7 st i fi 

and on-the-job practice. At the end of the year-long course, " a / \ 

trainees are assigned to a management or professional \e¢ ” » \ 7, 

position. 
Nas \ y A f 

The Corporate Management Training Programincludesclass- © js i i 

room instruction in management techniques, but emphasizes — 4 \ 7 

on-the-job training. During the course of the program, trainees . ff ‘ ) . 

are evaluated through their own written reports, individual i a . yj \ 

conferences and supervisory performance evaluations. ca. 4 ay / * / 

ir, \ 

Start with the best, step out with Anheuser-Busch. For more information and ; 

: sign-up, contact your placement office. ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES: 

Corporate Employment; College Recruiting; One Busch Place; St. Louis, ‘| 

Missouri 63118. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F. , aid! 
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‘ , i vol er aa i For years you've been | FRR _ lI has hometowns to match your an | proving to your pro- coe? lifestyle. No matter where you call home. y é fessors just how good gt BOS ery From New England to Texas to California. 
‘ to prove it to youre Texas Instruments is interested in : a With a higher graduates from the following 

challenge. With Specialties; re Texas Instruments. ° Hlectromies Engineering 8 - _ + Electrical Engineerin Prove yourself where innovation’s * Mechanical Engineering the rule, not the exception. 
* Computer Science _As a matter of corporate policy, TI has (Software/Hardware) built-in budgets for new, innovative ideas. + Industrial Engineering If you have a revolutionary concept that + Materials Science deserves to be put to the test, the money's + Solid-State Physics there. 
+ Engineering Physics That's just part of the TI challenge. + Engineering Science Prove yourself in the world’s “hot” laterally from one specialty to another as * Metallurgy — . eee a Be well as move up. With- * Metallurgical Engineering technologies. <> aoe cen ‘ Fi State ‘ ‘ out changing jobs. + Chemical Engineering __No technology is hotter, or more aN TI's advanced sys- * Chemistry fantastic, than microelectronies. And no a eh tem for lateral career * Mathematics company is hotter in it than TI. Se 9 2 mobility lets you move * Plastics Engineering , poainpies ine FL pS handheld lena: = a ih up faster, Because the + Manufacturing Engineering Technology tor has more than twice the primary mem- ) Ses ; freedom to move side- . Geology/Geophysics ory capacity of the three-ton computers of me 8 ways is the best way to the 1950s. é + : compare technol 2 ar s a oat these goals ‘early chno oges-and define.eateer, Campus Interviews credentials. Tl is: The frequently published TI Job a joe + The world’s leading : te 5 TI Consumer Products TI Information Systems ‘upplier of Opportaenity Bulletin lists openings at Group and Services suppier 0! all TI facilities and gives TI people first From calculators to State-of-the-art com- g peop. @ semiconductors. rake : home computers, puter systems and 

i Tha * : crack at them. eas p eee 
ae * The inventor of the . electronic learning services to TIS. iy | integrated circuit, the Prove yourself where it counts. aids and more. Worldwide operation, Maan. microprocessor, and TI has been acclaimed as one of Recoming Contos Group the microcomputer. America’s best-managed companies For group, division, A world leader in * The inventor of the handheld electronic because we've stayed young and vital bari eee sail on crenected tater 
Bdge > LCD dioital wont aes oo hick ultinationa systems and indus- calculator, and the Lc D digital watch, walle growing big. forourFiivenen TI Digital Systems Group trial controls. * The designer and producer of the most . ne major reason for our high energy A leader in getting Geophysical Service Inc. complex MOS chip. 1s our move-up environment. New people the computer closer A world leader in the + The inventor of single-chip solid-state sii don’t get buried at the ee penlem ct if a ae voice synthesis. : bottom of a pecking logic and memory Sa eenaictpe Gent + The largest producer of microelectronic order, So if you get a TI Equipment Group ponents, materials | memory products. good idea your first Electro-Optics, a __and technology. + The world leader in Very Large Seale _ week on the job, it ae weal Ji Corporate Research, 

; ’ a Systems, Missile and Development and 
Integration. @ gets heard. And you Ordnance. Engineering + The primary supplier of airborne radars q _ get rewarded. TI Facilities Planning Pioneering the tothe U.S. defense program. - At TI, you get and Engineering technologies required ee a Ya aR a cS . sae dimurachee Responsible for by present and future + The leading developer and producer of every chance to show what you can do. feiftes neccesary eae infrared and laser systems. And prove what you deserve. for manufacturing ; + The world’s foremost veophvsieal eve : z . and testing TT products The wot Ids foremost geophysical survey Prove yourself in an international company. company, One or more of these groups may’ be intervieng on your ; vhere c : . . . campus. Check with the Placement Office for inter- Prove to yourself where you have TI has hometowns in 19 countries on six view dates: ° the freedom to grow. continents. You'll find manufacturing in Or send data sheet to: George Berryman, mye? Kaa : uacturing "Texas Tit > Den Because TT is like many companies in Singapore, Dallas, Tokyo, Nice, Buenos Aires, Coase FO Box Bank 64 one, you have the opportunity to move and many other cities around the globe. Dallas, Texas 75263 , 

INCORPORATED (Cony 1980 Texas instants corporate An equal opportunity employer M/F
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It is no surprise that the economic condition of the Wisconsin Engineer closely parallels that of the rest of the nation. Our only means of financial support comes from advertisements, subscriptions, and donations from alumni, foundations and corporations. As the country heads intoa recession, the magazine suffers also. One D potentially damaging result is the fate of the Engineering College Magazine Association (ECMA) convention, held in April of each year at one of the 38 member engineering campuses (see the October ’81 issue). As any member of a professional or technical organization knows, conventions and conclaves are essential for main- | taining standards, exchanging ideas, recognition of achievements, and presenta- tion of the latest techniques and materials. A better morale-booster has yet to be found. 
In the past, large corporations th roughout the U.S. have generously contributed T the money needed to hold the ECMA conventions. Because the economic outlook has been so grim, for the first time in our history any company asked to contribute has been unable to do so. Asa result, the convention budget restrictions proposed by this year’s host university, Purdue, may cause the Wisconsin Engineer to decline participation. 
It is ironic that we are faced with these trials now. The W.E. staff is expanding, made up of students from a variety of disciplines. The diversity and quality of articles is said to be better than ever. Local advertising has made a dramatic comeback. We are not ready to succumb to financial setbacks as one member school of ECMA has been forced to do. 
We are working hard to procure new advertising, but help from our readers would make a considerable difference. To protect the magazine from future | monetary crunches we are appealing to faculty, alumni, and graduating seniors to give their support by subscribing to the Wisconsin Engineer. Subscriptions can be started or renewed using the form on pagel5. 
Money woes are not only measured in decimal places. Every student and profes- sor feels the psychological effects of budget-cuts as classes get larger and more impersonal, impossible to get into or less fun to teach. Years ago, the teachers, students, and professional societies used the Wisconsin Engineer as a meeting place to present research papers and engineering campus news. The more special- ized the different disciplines of engineering become, the greater the need for a L common ground. The Wisconsin Engineer is ready and willing to become this vital place. Your help and encouragement is needed. 
We have tried to include articles on both technical and social developments which would supplement the engineer's education. A knowledge of history is also important if we are to understand how modern-day achievements were realized. Historically based articles are offered not only for interest and variety, but in an effort to combat the tunnel-vision inherent in the engineering curriculum. Prevalent in every aspect of today’s world is the computer. In this issue we feature articles concerning computer use in medicine, automobile manufacturing, engineering design, and home applications. A valuable source of information to help sort out the merits and drawbacks of specific name brands can be found in the two articles dealing with programmable calculators and home computers. We are proud to introduce two regular features in the magazine, “Outlook” by Dean John G. Bollinger and “Bits & Threads” by associate editor John Wengler. These columns will focus on current events in the College of Engineering and worldwide. Feedback from students, professors, and alumni is essential if we are to serve the engineering college community as best we can. The editor-in-chief of the first | Wisconsin Engineer perhaps said it best: 

“The loyalty of our alumnus and students to “Old Wisconsin” is prover- bial and it is hoped that this publication may still further strengthen the feeling of brotherhood among them and prove a source of mutual benefit, while at the same time contribute something of interest to the profession at large.” 
E.C. Bebb 
Editor 
Wisconsin Engineer, Vol. 1, No. 1 
June, 1896 

Joan Heitkemper 
Editor 
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The editorial staff of the Wisconsin Engineer and I have agreed that this column 

“Qutlook” could serve as a convenient communication link between the Dean’s O 

Office and the student body in the College of Engineering. lam delighted to share 

with you some of the College activities, opinions, and plans that are shaping the 

engineering educational program which is the focus of your being here on our 

campus. This academic year has been a period of excitement for me tempered by 

concern for our future. One of the most rewarding aspects of my job is to see the 

dedication with which the faculty and the administration have carried out their 

commitment to our students to provide an outstanding education in engineering. I T 

would like to share with you some of the activities and trends which loom on the 

horizon. 
There are many reasons for finding excitement in the directions taken by our 

College program. First of all, when you returned to campus this January you L 

found a developing new program in computing. Hopefully, you discovered an 

increased access to interactive computing and an effective reorganization of what 

had become an outstanding computing facility called ECL. The hub of the new 

program is called the Computer-aided Engineering Center. Drawing upon the O 

resources and staff of MACC, our College has found it possible to expand interac- 

tive computing throughout the College of Engineering. In addition to the many 

computer-oriented laboratories which you have experienced in the course of your 

academic career, this facility is being tailored to provide you with the most 

up-to-date orientation to engineering computing that our resources can provide. 

Asyou become familiar with this activity I think you will grow to appreciate that it 

is representative of the type of computing you will experience in your engineering K 

careers throughout industry. While enhancing our undergraduate computing 

activity, this new effort will also provide additional access for research computing 

with convenience and power exceeding what we have been able to accomplish in 

the past with far more limited computer equipment. 

From a graduate student perspective, your faculty is working on the develop- 

ment of a new Masters of Science program leading to a degree in Manufacturing 

Systems. This is an exciting new effort involving faculty from numerous depart- 

ments in the College of Engineering. This program, if accepted by the University 

System and Regents, should open a new dimension in graduate student 

employment. 

It is no rumor that the College is short of critical resources for replacement of 

equipment, new faculty, and many other aspects of our program. To help solve 

these financial problems we are turning to the private sector with a broad new 

fund-raising master plan for the College. The College faculty voted last semester 

to implement a program of fund-raising through the creation of gift clubs in the 

University of Wisconsin Foundation, and an Industrial Associates Program which 

we hope will enhance our direct relationships with industry. Additional resources 

from private and corporate foundations as well as corporations will enhance our 

programs. Evidence of fruit that industrial relations can bear is found in the 

Mechanical Engineering lobby where a new student study area is under construc- 

tion. This facility is the result of an earlier gift from General Motors to the College 

of Engineering. You may also note the name of corporate contributors on some of 

the equipment you are using in your laboratory courses. 

Despite the excitement generated by the efforts I have mentioned, there are 

reasons to be concerned for the future effectiveness of our program. High enrol- 

Iment in the College is one of our major problems. The demand for an engineering 

education continues to rise at a rate much greater than resources are available to 

meet these needs. With the support of our student body, the surcharge was 

imposed which provided additional funds for the second semester. Unfortunately, 

budget cuts literally absorbed most of the benefits that would have accrued to us 

from the surcharge. However, when this combined situation was superimposed on 

enrollment funding allocations, we found we were able to invest in the offering of 

courses as first priority to meet the commitment that we have made to the stu- 

dents. The future outlook is not as bright as you and I would like, but we must 

recognize that the economy in our State has placed us close to a deficit situation. 

Our College will continue to work toward meeting the obligation we have to you, 

our students, recognizing that it is only possible to work within the framework of 

our available resources. If you have comments and impressions about your educa- 

tional program do not hesitate to make them known to me, the Associate and 

Assistant Deans, and the Department Chairmen. 

John G Bollinger, Dean 
College of Engineering 

1/21/82 
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The Automobile and the 
Computer Revolution 

—_—ssososousvwmo eee 

by David Eiche line to check for defects. Powerful meant a greater reliance on computer microcomputers play an integral role systems and controls for a number of ye . in the operation of millions of engines. functions. David Eiche is a freshman in Me- The switch to computer technology Automotive structural design was chanical Engineering. This articlestems — was not cheap, yet even as sales fall, one of the first computer applications. from his interests in the automobile Detroit continues to invest in advanced Today, finite element modeling (FEM) industry and computers, both of which production and engine control systems. is used to analyze the structure of an are discussed here. What motivated these formerly con- automobile by creating a three dimen- servative companies to spend huge sional computer model ona CRT (cath- sums of money on computerization, ode ray tube or television screen). With Traditionally, the automobile indus- _ even when these investments sunk them FEM, engineers can test and modify a try has been reluctant to incorporate deep into the red ink? design with information inputs from a new and unfamiliar technology into its The answer lies in the conflicting computer keyboard or a “light pen” products in the interests of low cost demands placed upon the industry by touched to the CRT. For example, and high reliability. Today Detroit is government fuel economy and pollu- FEM has been used to test the strength committed toadvanced computer tech- _ tant standards along with consumer and rigidity of frame designs on Gen- nology from the design Stage through —_ complaints about poor quality control. eral Motors’ B and C body (full-size) production to the operation of the cars _Detroit’s only recourse was to increase cars, resulting in a great savings of themselves. Engineers use computer __ the technical sophistication of its pro- time and money. FEM techniques are modeling techniques to retain chassis ducts and production processes or lose being developed further to offer even strength while reducing weight.Com- _ sales to the imports. In most cases, greater design flexibility. puters test engines on the production increased technical sophistication Scientists and engineers find that 
computers are powerful tools in engine _ rE and drivetrain development. In one r > - “a i | ca = application, an engineer can study com- f VS : Ay i | a bustion in a diesel engine by installing ‘WAS a Va " sensors inside the combustion cham- H a n rah. d 1, & , — v oy ber and interiaeine abies gensos with ae a ae Se : j eT a Na a computer. In this way, the computer \ Ae bf hae” [ OD 2 Ae | q \ i provides a sophisticated analysis of the E * aia, ay ih ae 4 | combustion process. Computers can / x a i i We yp” select the correct transmission gear i, aaa wl 4 ~ ] (ag ratios for particular design objectives, 5 Vo ] er t ho. and they are revolutionizing drafting , o~ 4g CP 3 NS with their great precision and ac- 4 \ . 2 wey ~ @ curacy. ye Le UN a | Auto production has felt the effects ‘ar ‘ «3 i Sm ww of computerization through better fe ‘ ' ue — quality control and manufacturing ef- i il meer scape. .<2ceeepoepancer “Raman ae orem ficiency. Computers are ideally suited £ Nites  ° gs EX) one . to accurately perform repetitive tasks = 7 a . “ eel i iii which human workers usually find | ; —_=_, a SD “ \s j boring and tedious. In Chrysler Corpor- i oo a “yo agin 7. ay ation’s Trenton, Michigan, engine ‘ bod pe mae _ i= 4 py plant, computer technology is used vi \ ee a Yo Va os extensively. The corporation uses a Ey oS | c 4 - central computer to monitor a number | ea pe yk pat 7 F_ of machines. For instance, boring ma- oy onli — hl on PY -  ~=— SCs chines are monitored by the computer, : ' <a ee ad , 4 "= which will adjust a machine if it con. A Corvette engine from Detroit's pre-computerization days. sistently produces underbores. If a 
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machine should malfunction, the com- eae 08 AERA Heh re 

puter will shut it down and sound an MEE iil {ll ee = ee 

alarm. Chrysler also uses computer- Woe Oe. 4 aa. ol . ] 

ized test stands to evaluate new engines ry *- CE es ed _ — ee : 1 

with a 54-step test. The tests are almost : citi ey (| ee ; d 
A i A a ie ye I” ey ‘ ns i 

entirely computerized, and in the event Wn ol } Poa = |i gee ix 

of anengine failure, the computer noti- t ed y | chao i y ie 

fies the repair department and sug- ig te wy OC Bee " Y i 

gests repairs for each problem. Le reef | Neer Sn; eae . ~~. io i 

Given sufficient capital investment, f Wed “s Ce —o_ AS : Hi g am j a 

computers could assume a high per- =f) Ny be St Ht | a ES is 

5 > Bie be. PR 2 pS. PS EPIRA S) e 5 
centage of production processes. One ——- 0 Fy aA gr IY ch wa Seg  , 

Japanese automaker hasaplantwhich = & if 5 Sopp os! 7" y ay = th iy 

is 90 percent automated. If such high . rd oe _ ! A fine ST baer 2 é 

levels of automation become prevalent By: 3 | i poy tele, ae ai : Ef, 

in this country, there would be pro- AES is eye Gis SHH ae TH BS ct 

found effects not only on productivity | it 2 + Sl OL. eg Lae a it i ae 

but also the labor force. Critics of the | | Mmm Bln) a tir) . on 5 | aA a ee 

developing computerized robot tech- | apt i v4 re en ce RS | Ni} Wo rT 

nology claim that unskilled workers | §= » ie Na a i - so i ))) 5 | pene at he F 

would find their jobs being taken by | |) pms Joo Wy ne - re 5 a ee 

robots who have no use for wages, |_| Oe ee A i ff 3 3M Fe 

fringe benefits or unions. The robot — 7 . — fe ato tit N - 

manufacturers respond that the work = = > ce cokes S ES : y 

robots would do is the tedious, danger- |] x OR 4 Ur iy R r : 

ous work that humans should not do eI nk ata ae se bel # i (a a 

anyway. In any case, a robot takeover | , ae : sec 8 A : es 

offactories wouldincreasethedemand — = iauaaal _ me | 

for the skilled workers and engineers ie” hoo” 2 

needed to maintain and design the “ : sa Y 

machines and control systems. Robot 
=f) 

industry officials expect the demand 

for their product to grow, a demand 
ne 

which could be stimulated by the new An on-board computer used for all 1980 GM models; the only distinguishing factor = 

corporate tax laws. However, the do- between the one installed in a Cadillac and the one ina Chevette is a different = 

mestic auto industry is in serious fin-  prom-chip plugged in the module (upper right center of photo). (Courtesy of Dean = 

ancial trouble, and overly ambitious —_Leidel.) 
* 

plans may have to be curtailed or 

cancelled. 
One ambitious plan that did become . 

reality was the proliferation of auto- sions. Chrysler intended to design an Buick looked to the microprocessor 

motive microcomputers. The small yet engine control system which would to solve a different engine problem. 

powerful computers offer a number of reduce CO and HC emissions without a The GM division intended to introduce 

attractive features. Microcomputers catalytic converter. a turbocharged version of its 3.8 liter 

are compact and durable enough to At lean air/fuel mixtures (18:1, air/- V-6 engine, but the turbo’s high com- 

withstand the temperature variations fuel, by weight), HC and CO emissions pression pressures produced detona- 

and vibrations likely to be encountered are low, but precise control of engine tion, commonly known as pinging. High- 

in automotive applications. The units ignition timing is necessary to ensure octane fuel would have solved the prob- 

are relatively inexpensive and may good drivability and performance. In lem, but unleaded fuel of sufficiently 

become even cheaper to produce as 1975, the systems used to control igni- high octane was unavailable. Another 

manufacturing technology is devel- tion timing were mechanical and most remedy was retarded ignition timing 

oped. Reliability is another strong- only responded to engine load or speed. (firing the spark plug later in the com- 

point; if a computer system should fail, Since there were more variables which pression phase), but this causes a drop 

replacement of the failing components needed to be accounted for, these sys- in engine power and fuel economy. The 

__js-easy. In fact, the systems can diag- tems were too crude for use with lean solution was a detonation sensor which 

nose themselves by producing a series mixtures. is sensitive to the frequencies produced 

of codes. The most important feature, Chrysler developed a system which by detonation. When the engine de- 

of course, is the microcomputer’s abil- | Measures engine speed, intake mani- tonates, the sensor sends a signal to a 

ity to store and process information, fold vacuum, throttle position and rate computer, which retards the ignition 

thereby functioning as an electronic of throttle movement, along with coo- timing for approximately 20 seconds. 

brain to make engines “smart” as well lant and air intake temperatures Thus, timing is retarded only when 

as powerful. through various sensors and changes necessary. 

Chrysler introduced one of the first the ignition timing accordingly. Due to The turbo engine and sensor are still 

engine control microcomputers in the the computer’s great computation in use. The sensor has been moved and 

1976 model year. Since late 1974, near- speed, the timing can be adjusted many connected to a microcomputer system 

ly all domestic cars had used catalytic times per second. Thus, the microcom- with far more functions than that of 

converters in the exhaust system to puter afforded the precise control of the original turbo engine. The new GM 

meet federal standards for carbon mon- _ ignition timing necessary for low emis- system, known as Computer Command 

oxide(CO) and hydrocarbon(HC)emis- sions and good drivability. Control, is used on the corporation’s 

%



gasoline-powered models primarily for 
emissions control, but also to promote _ Flectre mechanical 
good fuel economy and drivability. The CCS Dy s e Electronic control other domestic automakers also use [A ERIS By S37 module engine computer systems whose oper- Pee Ore) Gh} g J~*§ 
ation is similar to that of the GM unit. A Yea) ee se 
Computer Command Control was soa y led as C-— 

introduced nationwide on certain 1980 Lahn oe a 
model cars and used with a three-way €) , th ONY Ae 2 AZ SS) catalytic converter to meet stringent ‘ SN Vers WA federal standards for CO, HC, and « eI rj M3 D Catalytic converter oxides of nitrogen (NOx) (see Fig. 1) 6 KS) 1 2,)) dual-bed pellet type This was not the first use of the three- 
way catalyst: Volvo and Saab intro- Alr pump Exhaust oxygen sensor duced their “Lambda-sonde” system in 
the 1977 model year. Research showed Figure 1. A typical closed-loop engine control system. (Courtesy of Chemtech that conventional techniques for oxid- magazine, October 1980.) 
izing CO and HC would increase NOx ° 
and vice versa. Scientists found a three the-timel the catalyers discovery, no stage. For example, there is time déiay 

Ingutation Outer wrap pee fuel delivery system was able to con- between the exhaust sensor output and tna trol the mixture precisely enough for the air/fuel mixture produced by the 
Cotayet _) _ 

I Aatsiner oe oor successful use of the converter. carburetor at low engine speeds. Thus, gn s a \ . . . the sensor cannot immediately detect a NN ) As in the earlier cases, the right changes in the air/fuel mixture as it \ Nae ay © \ - combination of sensors and electronic moves through the engine to the ex- Le POR Sem Ai, | controls provided the solution. The air-  haust. The solution is a change in the (7 ON) ob craft industry had developed a zirco- sensor signal (proportional control) i \ fem ‘. iF nium dioxide sensor which acted as an \ dl EH \ oxygen switch (see Fig. 3). When placed Stepped rod, Idle air bleed _ Idle bleed vaive adjustment pig iA | Insulation Outer wrap inacar’s —— system with one side Rich authority i | pee Ar plenum ‘essay vented to the atmosphere, the sensor oan author 1 / OIA —_ serfs 4 produces a voltage of nearly 900 mV “*sktinen?” oi fh ° isa Wl I eee | Ereee pare 4 when the air/fuel mixture is richer f Anat ! N r L. = Seed omens ieee | (more fuel vs. air) than stoichiometric. fh x | a Yh Wie \o} | \ — eee Aad When the mixture is leaner than opti- fp fh fi { Hill I -K | mum, voltage falls sharply. The sen- JB | Ni Ii | | Figure 2. Three-way catalytic sor’s signal is evaluated by a micropro- : i ty a \] converter, (Courtesy of Chemtech cessor, which in turn controls the va- : tL | magazine, October 1980, cuum produced by a vacuum modu- Setenold// fe S| lator. The vacuum modulator applies mah oy way catalytic converter wash eee vacuum to feedback controls in the simultaneously decrease HC, CO, an carburetor which control the air-fuel - s NOx (see Fig. 2). However, the new ratio by adjusting the idle air bleed Fee Gar banetom yi used with catalyst was effective for all three pol- anda rod in the main fuel jet (Fig. 4). computer: controlled engines. (Courtesy luntants only when the air/fuel mix- The above explanation gives only the of Chemtech magazine, October 1980.) ture was very near the stoichiometric basic elements of the system. A number : ° (chemically correct) air/fuel ratio. At of problems arose in the development which accounts for the time lag. 
In addition, closed-loop fuel mixture 

control based on signals from the ex- 
aoe haust sensor is suspended at certain 

times. The system is then said to be Zirconia element under open-loop control. This occurs 
when the engine is cold and the exhaust Ground terminal Seat gasket sensor does not provide a signal. Open- 
loop control is also used when the 
throttle is open fully in order to pro- 

TU wipe performance. . Les at? TJ € microprocessor monitors more (CS Te eel cco — | feeb SS) than simply the air/fuel tnixkume, A ——- a = By pe ere variety of sensors send signals repres- — meal 7 lobe \ wef — enting engine speed, coolant tempera- 
ture, and throttle position, among oth- ~ ers. With this information, the com- 

Inner electrode puter can keep idle speed constant Signal terminal 
even under the sudden load of a power Flat seat shell steering pump, and thus, low idle 

Figure 3. Exhaust gas sensor. (Courtesy of Chemtech magazine, October 1980) continued on page 27 
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How to decide which company to work for. 

A helpful checklist. . 

O Isthe company in a growing industry? a 

1 Isthe company a g ol ne Con ; < 
leader in its industry? \ / Are] 

(72 ) / O Does the company 27S 1G, fe 
keep you growing 0 ,g DB 
with continuing f ee Wy 

( education throughout BRAY 
your career? A chy 

[ O Isthe company i 
responsible for innovation in its industry? 

\ OC Does the company promote from within? 

\ C1 Does the company promote and reward on the basis 

of merit? 

“ QO Do the company’s products and service have a good 
reputation? 

C Does the company have good benefits? 

O Will the company provide you with state-of-the-art 
facilities in your job? 

© Is the company known for respecting each employee 
as an individual? 

O Will the company challenge you? oh 

O Will you work with other bright, 
imaginative people? 

O Will the company give you 
important responsibility right 
from the start? Ss 

. . g Ss 
If you'd like to know more about a career 
with IBM, write to I.C. Pfeiffer, Corporate 
College Relations Manager. IBM Corporation, 
One IBM Plaza, Chicago, IL 60611. 

An Equal GponaniyEnnbar



Computers: a 

Rx for the Mental Health Field 
a a ie 

by Bonnie Buhrow Computer Interviews & operation. Then the patient is asked a 
lagnosis series of multiple choice and short 

/ , answer questions about sleeping hab- 
Bonnie Buhrow is a senior in Indus- its, drug and alcohol use, fears and 

trial Engineering and hasa B.A, degree In a pilot study undertaken at the other problems. If a patient answers 
in English. She hopes to combine her University of Wisconsin Hospital,com- “yes” to a question such as “Have you 
interests in writing and engineering by puters are interviewing patients and ever had trouble getting to sleep, stay- 
becoming a technical writer. diagnosing their psychiatrict prob- ing asleep, or waking up early,” the 

lems. The program uses the CON- program elicits further information 
VERSE Interview Driver System; the | about the problem, when it occurred, 
language is MIIS, adialect of MUMPS. its severity and duration. The compu- 

Storage and retrieval of vast amounts Computer interviews are made possi- ter then analyzes the information 
of information, rising costs, inadequate ble by the system’s use of branching gathered and makes a diagnosis avail- 
staffing - can computerization help logic - the questions asked determine able to the clinician. 
solve these and the many other prob- which particular decision tree will be Dr. John Greist, of the Department 
lems which plague modern psychiatric followed to a diagnostic mode and, at of Psychiatry, believes that there are 
medicine? Here at the University of the point where a necessary criterion is many benefits in computer interview- 
Wisconsin, researchers are attempting not met, that diagnostic direction is no ing. Computer interviewing is as accu- 
to answer that question by exploring longer pursued. rate as that done by clinicians and is 
computer diagnosis, treatment, and The computer program begins with more reliable. The procedure is also 
prevention of mental health problems. a teaching section on simple terminal very cost effective: the cost of acompu- 
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University Hospitals, where computer interviewing and diagnosis of psychiatric patients is being studied, 
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Steven Sorrell, at work on his compliance studies. 

ter interview is 1/90 of the cost of an 3. Patients may experience initial and to replace them with more rational 

interview conducted by a psychiatrist. side effects which cause them to dis- _ responses. Because of its educational 
According to Dr. Greist, the compu- continue using the drug. approach, this type of therapy can be 

ter technique might not work for all In Mr. Sorrell’s study, the CON- _ rather easily computerized. Ms. Selmi 
patients; for example, a manic patient VERSE computer system provides pa- _is using the CONVERSE system to 
might lack the concentration which tients with detailed instructions for | present the patient with “case vig- 
the computer interview demands. But __ taking medication, and answers ques- _nettes” and homework assignments 
he does estimate that computer inter- tions about potential problems. Dis- | which help the patient learn alterna- 

viewing can be used in up to 75% of all pensing this information by computer _ tive, and less destructive ways of 
cases. should cost-effectively increase com- __ thinking. 

pliance rates, and so improve treat- Because the computer treatment 
ment effectiveness. developed here does not use artificial 

. intelligence techniques, a therapist 
Compliance must integrate information received 

Computer Therapy by the computer to deal with specific 
problems. However, computer-de- 

a . livered therapy is beneficial in several 
Steven Sorrell, of the Illinois Insti- ways: 

tute of Technology, is working with the . a 1. Because the therapy can be stan- 
Department of Psychiatry to determine Paulette Selmi, also of the Ilinois — dardized, its validity can be more easily 
the effect of computers on patients Institute of Technology, is working tested. 
compliance with physicians’ treatment here at the University of Wisconsin to 2. Computer therapy costs much less 
instructions. develop a computer-delivered cogni- than human treatment. 

About 5-10% of the population suffers _tive-behavior therapy program for de- 3. The computer can work odd hours 
from a depressive disorder inany given _ pressed patients. This type of therapy —_and does not become tired, so therapy 
year. Tricylic antidepressant drugs is based on the theory that depression _ becomes much more accessible to those 
can effectively treat depression, yet can be caused by a patient’s distorted who need it. 
30%-50% of all outpatients fail to take cognitions. An example of a distorted 
these medications in the way pre- thought pattern might be: 1, the patient 
scribed. greets a friend on the street, and the Suicia se 2 

This compliance rate may be low for friend doesn’t respond, 2. the patient uicide Prediction and Prevention 
several reasons: assumes that the friend heard his greet- 

1. Patients are uncertain of thecor- _ ing, but is snubbing him, 3. the patient 
rect way to take their medication. overgeneralizes to conclude that all his Of the approximately 30,000 people 

2. Patients have negative attitudes _ friendsdislike hime. Cognitive-behavior | who commit suicide yearly, three 
towards the drugs - for example, they _ therapy teaches the patient to recog- fourths confess their suicidal thoughts 
may fear addiction. nize these misinterpretations of events, to a mental health worker. In order to 

il



prevent suicides, clinicians obviously with stored prior probabilities to yield 
need to improve their ability to distin- a posterior probability of the patients’ WE WA NT YOU guish between people who are seriously attempting suicide. 
suicidal and those who are not so ser- Preliminary studies comparing cli- ; iously “crying for help”. David Gustaf- _ nicians and the computer system have of ct Fe se 
son, of the Department of Industrial | supported the computer’s increased Ni (aN ig Engineering and Preventive Medicine, accuracy. Clinicians are very accurate 4 la XS 
has been developing a computer sys- in predicting non-attempters among ( i LZ) tem which can help mental health the depressed patients (94%), but their SSN ay = workers more accurately predict sui- accuracy in pin-pointing those patients = Se cide attempts by depressed patients. who willactually make a suicide attempt 

In the first stage of the system’s in the next few months is much lower # y it 
development, eight therapists were (37-38%). The computer equals the cli- 3 [77 ff asked to estimate the likelihood that _ nicians’ accuracy in correctly assess- FH 
patients who would attempt suicide in ing non-attempters, while greatly ex- rh by 
the next three months would possess _ ceeding their accuracy in predicting cae Ls om certain characteristics or display cer- _ serious attempters (74%). 
tain symptoms: out of 100 such pa- Using computers in the mental health On The @ngineer Staff tients, how many would be divorced? _ field gives rise to many ethical ques- = 
would be unemployed? would have tions. Will the confidentiality of pa- °Get Credit made statements indicating hopeless- _ tients be protected? How can computer °Get Experience 
ness? These subjective probabilities therapies be judged and licensed? °Get Involved 
were then stored in the computer. However, the projects undertaken at 

In the next stage, patients who had __ the University of Wisconsin indicate We have openings for the ‘81-82 
expressed suicidal tendencies were in- that computers can improve the quan- school year in writing, layout, 
terviewed at a terminal connected toa tity, quality, and cost-effectiveness of circulation and advertising. 
PDP-15 with MUMPS operating sys- mental health services. And because 
tem. Their responses to both open- the demand for these services can no Call 262-3494 or 262-2472 or 
ended and multiple choice questions longer be fulfilled by traditional sign up in 460 Mechanical 
provided the computer with data on a methods, it would be “unethical” not to Engineering 
variety of symptoms. Using Bayes take advantage of the benefits compu- 
theorem to process the data, the infor- terization would provide to the field of 
mation about the patient was combined psychiatric medicine. 0 
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All Your Engineering Needs... 

e DRAFTING SUPPLIES e CALCULATORS 

eGRAPH PAPER e ENGINEERING REFERENCE 
(at 1319 University Avenue) 

BROWN’S BOOK SHOP 
Friendly, Courteous Service 

673 STATE STREET 1319 UNIVERSITY AVENUE 
255-7257 257-4688 
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by David Fick has a maximum memory of only 48K. munications, and added memory ex- and Greg Watchmaker Though these systems have consider- pansion. Expansion usually comes in 
ably less memory space than IBM, they the form of a disk drive or cassette are usually found adaquate for the recorder. All three computers are oon se \ , home and small business user. The equipped to store and retrieve data David Fick and Greg Wi atchmaker other principle internal memory is from standard recorders. Recorders learued a great deal during their search ROM, read only memory. ROM is not are inexpensive; however they have for suitable home computers last fall, available for data or program storage. very limited storage. and have compiled the following review This memory information is perman- A user requiring small or home appli- af three popular: models. Greg isa ently set in the computer when it is cation programs will usually require a freshman in the ( ollege af Letlers and manufactured. Itstores the Basic inter- disk drive. Disk drives provide faster Seveuce. Also fresh man inthe College of preter, which enables the computer to _ information access and can store much Letters and Science, Dave isa member understanda program written in basic. more data than a recorder. Though all of the Badger Herald staff. IBM again leads the field with the three computers can support disk largest ROM. The IBM’s ROM allows drives, the Apple can communicate an extensive instructive Basic set. The with six drives, the TRS-80 with four Apple and TRS-80 contain only about and, the IBM with only two. A decade ago, computers were large, one-fifth the ROM size of IBM. Clearly, To effectively communicate with their expensive devices understood by afew IBM's personal computer leads in users, these computers can interface and found only in large companiesand — memory eapability, buta largememory __ with printers and video display screens. universities. Today, technology has — is not always most important for the Both the IBM and the Apple can re- produced powerful computers thatare home and small business applications. spond with a standard television, The small, understandable, and affordable. — Thus other factors are important when TRS-80, however, can only display on As these machines are now made for comparing these machines. its built-in video screen. This is disad- the home and business, the use must A computer's capabilities can be ex- vantageous because a user can never realize the advantages and limitations panded by communicating with ex- upgrade his system with a better of popular available systems. They are ternal accessories. These capabilities monitor. the Apple II plus, the TRS-80 Model — include: alternate output forms, gra- Another expansion option is a mo- III (Radio Shack), and the IBM Per- phics interaction, inter-computercom- dem. This allows inter-computer com- sonal Computer. These three systems 

are intended for the home and small Sulla, 
business market. Four important points ps aoe ee 
to consider when comparing these sys- — os 

| tems are: memory capabilities, acces- by 
sories, graphics, software, and hard- 2 
ware configurations and their cost. 4 ot 
Memory is a very important part in a” a] 

computers. These machines contain ~~ . 
two different types of memory. The _ a. en, first type is RAM, random access 2 a i r= . . memory. As its name implies, RAM es << ee HOM Ge can store data or programs. The size is i Se 2 | expressed as the number of words it Ss 4 
expressed as the numbe Eii:: — can store, Longer programs can be run a e oS ie Sy a and more data stored on systems with Pr. — & larger RAM. Leading the way in this i & ee eo : tl department is IBM which can hold a oe ee ae a : 4 maximum of 256,000 words, more com- CC —=Eeee oe ‘yt _ —_ —  . 20, 2 € = : <9 fo = a . oe oe 
monly expressed as 256K. This size ae ? a ee memory is substantially larger than ee me <a ag- : — most programs require, but it does =  —— \ : , a _— allow larger data bases tobe storedin | ee, { bay ee the computer. On the other hand, Apple (3 en ee 2 has a maximum of 64K while TRS-80 The Radio Shack TRS-80. (Literature photo) 
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munication across telephone lines. Us- display different color dots. The com- _ puter from languages such as Pascal, 

ing this allows access to other users puters differ greatly in graphics per- _ Cobol, Fortran and Assembler. 
and outside information sources. This formance as shown in the table. IBM, Radio Shack and Apple have 

option is available for all three ma- A computer cannot understand a ll brought the sophistication and cap- 

chines, Other accessories include light task to perform unless it is instructed _ abilities of large expansion computers 

screen pens and graphicsdrawing tab- exactly what todo. Asetof instructions _ to the home and small business envir- 

lets. All external accessories increase that acomputer is to perform is called onment. Users can now purchase asys- 
the computer’s capabilities. software. Thus a computer’s applica- — tem ranging between $1000 and $4000, 

Graphics capabilities are important _ bility is limited to the software avail-  dependingon the type of configuration 
for many applications in small busi- able. Users of TRS-80 and Apple have and accessories desired. Though the 

nessand personal computing. Thevideo | a tremendous amount of home and bus- IBM Personal Computer, TRS-80 Model 

screen’s resolution is determined by  iness software to choose from. The _ III, and the Apple I] plus are designed 

the computer. The computer displays IBM, though, since it is a relatively for the same users, they each put em- 

graphics as points across and down the new computer, has limited software phasis in different areas. As computers 

screen. The more points a computer support. Language software is availa- continue to develop they will find even 

can display on the screen the higher __ ble for all three systems. This allows greater applications in home and small 

the resolution. [BMand Applecanalso the user tocommunicate with thecom- _ business. 0 
Sn 

~ WISCONSIN ENGINEER 
SUBSCRIPTION FORM 

cole a oo ce If you are graduating this semes- 

ge o ter, why not take the Wisconsin 
tee ee i 3 Engineer with you? For only five 

Oe = | dollars a year, you can have the 

| B\. ee Wisconsin Engineer mailed to you. 
(a ——— _ acre There is no better way to keep in 

: { ee ' VATA y touch with your alma mater. 

leeiesese co cnishiuanetitereranscih eaimetemmnommnial Hit EL IL A ey ieee, Fill out the convenient subscrip- 

ee el P ee) tion form today, and mail to: 

— The Wisconsin Engineer 
The Apple II plus. (Literature photo) The IBM Personal Computer. (Litera- — Room 460 

ture photo) Mechanical Engineering 
Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison 

Madison, WI 53706 

. . , Even if you are not graduating, 

c i coe epee a ae ‘Gace ariel the Wisconsin Engineer offers a 

omputer — (block/char) (low. medium & fine method of keeping in touch 
with events on the Engineering 

TRS-80 a oe 48x128 (b/w) — Campus. 

Apple 48x40 (15) 192x140 (6) 192x280 (b/w) soe NAME 

IBM 25x40 (16) a 200x820(4) 200x640 (b/w) 
25x80 (16) STREET 

CITY SSS 

The number of colors is shown in parenthesis. 

STN ces ZIP pe 

GRADUATION DATE ———_ 

Graphics performance table. 
—_ 
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The Space Shuttle orbiter and in everything from supersonic aircraft. reimbursement for advanced studies. 

main engines. and million-mile truck axles to We'll soon be on campus (and 

Valves for the largest gas sophisticated offset printing presses campuses all over America) to recruit 

transmission project in North and avionics for the next generation —_ engineering graduates for hundreds of 

America. of jetliners. positions we have available. We're 

Axles for half of America’s That’s American know-how at its looking for Electrical, Mechanical, 

heavy-duty truck fleet. best. And to keep it growing, we Industrial, Aerospace, Civil and 

Digital color weather radar. need America’s best engineers and Chemical Engineers, plus Computer 

The list goes on and on. And scientists... capable of developing, Science, Physics and Chemistry 

behind every one of these advanced applying and innovatively managing _graduates. 

technology projects: technology for many of the world’s Check your Campus Placement 

American know-how at Rockwell unprecedented challenges. Office for details. 
International. And that means unprecedented Then arrange for an interview 

We've made it our policy to work opportunities for you. with the Rockwell recruiter on your 

at the leading edge of technology. In We provide everything you'd campus. 

our four main business areas — expect from a leading American know-how is alive and 

Aerospace, Electronics (Commercial high-technology company: a package _well at Rockwell International. 

and Defense), Automotive, General _ of benefits including in-house And youcan help us keep it that way. 

Industries — we create technologies education as well as tuition 
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George Martin’s Domestic 

seri ih appa een 

by Bonnie Buhrow 

06:45:00 gets out of bed; a “bedtime” schedule, of the human vocal apparatus to imitate 

Coffee pot ON. which turns off the T.V. and the lights; the sounds of speech. Human speech 
07:00:00 even a schedule for giving his daugh- can be divided into nine basic aspects: 
Bedroom lamp ON. ter her 2:00 a.m. feeding. amplitude, pitch, three formanent fre- 
07:00:00 George is also planning on using his quencies (which mainly produce vowel 
Voice alarm ON. computer to provide personalized sounds), aspiration (which produces 
“It is seven o'clock, George. Wake up. weather reports. By connecting instru- the sound of the letter “H”), amplitude 
The temperature is 45 degrees Faren- ments like a barometer, wind gauge, and frequency of frication (which pro- 
heit. Chance of measurable precipita- or thermometer to the antenna on his duces the “F” and “S” sounds), and 
tion is 80%. Better bring your umbrella roof, weather data can be fed into the nasality. By continuously manipulat- 
to work today.” analog interface within the computer. ing the levels of these nine variables, 

No human hand has touched any The computer then translates this data the computer can be made to “talk”. 
switch. into numbers: air pressure, wind velo- Because these nine aspects are com- 

The voice giving the speech is dis- city, temperature, and could possibly mon to all human languages, George’s 
embodied. even make some short range forecasts. computer is multilingual. 

For George Martin, another compu- The most interesting capability of George demonstrated the computer's 
terized day is beginning. George’s computer is its ability totalk. linguistic capabilities by typing a 

George Martin is an assistant pro- Computer speech synthesis is a com- __ sentence on its terminal. The program 
fessor of forestry at UW-Madison. His plex process using an electronic model _ first translates the words phonetically, 
initial contacts with computers took 
place in university courses and on the 
job. When he became interested in 

“learning what makes computers tick”, _— 
he reasoned that the best way of doing 
just that would be to buy his own. His 

home microcomputer, a Cromenco Z- “ — —_ : | 
2, has a random access memory capac- _ 4 E , 
ity of 48 kilobytes; however, the use of : — . 

floppy dises for permanent storage Po : — " J 

makes its memory capacity almost in- . j : me 
finite. In fact, the computer’s cap- “7 YOU be | Pm... 
abilities are limited only by its user’s rane . 4 oe 4s | s pe ia 
imagination, and George Martin has ee ~ a | <= 
been using his computer in some pretty oe se , a 7 S oo 
imaginative ways. . os rf a : 

For example, his computer can pre- is | e : 
sently turn any appliance or light in ~ a i ; 
the house on or off according to a pre- . a. ri 2 
programmed schedule. The appliance ~. i | 
is plugged into an appliance or lamp — i : 
module which is set to a specific chan- — — i 
nel. This module can then be plugged ; a Rly 
into any standard outlet. When the \essoal : oe <S 
arranged time arrives to turn any- “4 ~ —- --- = 
thing - a radio, a T.V., a coffee pot, a —_ ~~ se 3 
light - on or off, an FM signal is sent 5 
through the electrical wiring of the i © = 

house and the computer’s mission is Ca Ce 
accomplished. e Sa! 5 
George has written many such appli- we f i ; Se ~~ | e 

ance schedules: a “wake-up” schedule, “ ~ oui s 
which has the coffee perking before he — George Martin at his computer terminal. 
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wo . ‘ pilates mba = 
then imitates the sound which each ae ' 
phoneme symbolizes by manipulating —— Je ee Paty \ 

strings of the nine speech variables. "==" cai “AE ~~ 
Word accents and sentence intonation ~ 
are also built into the program. rr a —— ~ 

The computer’s speech approximates ie e - » . . am , be ‘ 

human speech surprisingly well, butit | . eee oe 
isn’t perfect. At times, it sounds as | glee Eft etert og prt: fects 4 a 
though it has a slight speech impedi- |) @& | | 17 WN “3 Re 
ment. It also slurs some sentences, | @e | Bo hypmeeets || Pratt | foe ~ », “ANS ~—. . 
almostasthoughithashadtoomuchto | —@ j{ | TT] ic | * a“ + 

drink. ULL)... = aa .’ —— 
Actually, what acomputer needsto = mel nr i trol , ar. oO 

improve its speech is exactly what a = “ai se ike si ticbaonscnis Sespgiedenensmeninds ine S/S a = 

child needs when it is first learning to a: § wn» a: 
talk - a lot of feedback on the correct- a os BS ’ y A SLU = 

yeas a ie he it Is pate ie Home computers will give hobbiests the chance to create their own circuit board 
eecbariecou er greauly= tack A ate designs. Courtesy of Mike Jensen, Reactor Lab. 

by introducing to the computer a “voice . 
recognition” capability - the ability to music directly from its central pro- sounds. 
“anderstand” what is spoken into an cessing unit. The computer generates Both the present and future cap- 

attached microphone just as it recog- various frequencies to reproduce the abilities of George’s machine eventu- 
nizes what is typed on aterminal. This notes in a musical composition. The ally bring to mind ominous Hollywood 
capability would make correcting a program also tells the computer the visions of the computer running his 

computer mispronunciation much duration of each individual tone, and household and taking it over, as HAL 
quicker and easier. When George’s _ the tempo of the entire musical piece. did to the spaceship in the movie 2001: 

computer begins to “hear” George’s The computer is a talented musician. A Space Odyssey. George swears that 
voice (within the next year or two), it It has a three octave range, can play his computer is totally benign. It has 

promises to become a very eloquent two-part harmony, and hasanunlim- _ stimulated his interest in such diverse 
machine. ited repertoire. The music it makes — subjects as linguistics, weather pre- 

George’s computer is not justawork- _—_can not be produced by any single con- diction, and music; and has provided 

horse. It plays a mean game of chess temporary instrument. If you can him with an endlessly creative outlet. 
(George has only beaten it once). And it imagine “Row, Row, Row Your Boat” “In the movies,” he says, “computers 

has great musical capabilities. being played by minstrels on medieval always go berserk. But the worst thing 

Using no special hardware, George wind instruments, you’ll have some this machine can do is steal your time.” 

has programmed thecomputertomake idea of how this computer’s music oO 
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The E f Mechanical Computation 
a 

by Don Leick computing cheaper, faster, and more modern computers were developed 
powerful. during this stage. One machine was 

Although the computer became im- even constructed which was truly a 
Don Leick received a B.S. degree in portant in the electronic stage, many | computer in the modern sense of the 

Industrial Engineering last December, important developmentsoccurred dur- word, but whose workings were mostly 
slipping this last article under our door ing the mechanical stage of comput- —_ mechanical. This was the culmination 
en route to the commencement ceremo- ing. Many of the basic concepts of of the mechanical stage. Its beginnings 
nies. Don’s sense of history and talent 

for writing will be missed by the Wis- 

consin Engineer. 

I believe most engineering students ES. ow i ; 
are vaguely aware that the first elec- 3 > . . 

tronic computer was developed around ‘ Bs 
the time of World War II. Most stu- ' — bg 
dents are also aware that this compu- 1 3 | s ‘i 
ter used vacuum tubes, since transis- i | i 9 
tors had not yet been invented. The —_ — 
trivia buffs might even recall that it ’ i 7 SS A , 
was mercifully known as ENIAC | ~ 
(Electronic Numerical Integrator and : m5 P : 
Calculator). However, it is little known 3 ge | J 4 

that although ENIAC was the first Mare He eee am. 
electronic computer, it was not the 600, Me %e es oe ee 
first computer. rey Pegg bis 2° — 

ENIAC was not the beginning of the i er, on Piao oe: 
development of the computer; it was = Prem erry, Vt Pat . 
only the beginning of the electronic : ivy. "P8¢6r¢. Maat ae, Me ERS & = 
era. The development of the computer hes ae re . Sip we yi! 

can be broken down into two stages: & fe Licata A ‘7 

electronic and pre-electronic (mechan- seaoed en Re me eS 4 ee. Pe SME wv 

ical). The electronic stage is what is 8) PAG ae sox Een J. de ‘ 7 f 
sq said we, F ACA . Apweaae “as ae ‘ 

most familiar to us. This is understand- as Ne * RNAS Sock = 
able, since the computer became im- ae } } “AA mo AHS gee eee 
portant during this stage. After ail ae ne ON i | Ns AP eat gay Mit? ‘ 

ENIAC, computer technology ad- - o AX WN AR Ve mye pegs. 
vanced rapidly. The creators of ENIAC, ye LAA _) \\ wear Byb ’ STE =) ty ; on ¥ 

J.W. Mauchly and J. Presper Eckert, ‘ eae te wae) 3 AD) ) fe yn | a) fn 
were working on new and better ver- ENS ee: SDI ieee 7 ry) | 
sions of the computer before it was : int Au Pi. bay 
even completed. i Sa yn ~ 

In labs all over the country, compu- ee Soe fie | i 
ters based on their design were soon es a pf 4 
being constructed. In the next thirty- i aay Ss /, 4 

five years we experienced a deluge of i Sa e / oa At 

inventions and innovations. Binary ie 2 ie 
logic, transistors, and magnetic core aa 
memories were introduced. Program- ‘ a 

ming languages made programming * 

easier, and time-sharing systems made 
computing time more accessible. Inte- View of part of the ENIAC. Although it was operational in 1945, ENIAC was only 

grated circuits and the microchip made the beginning of the electronic computer era. (Smithsonian photo) 
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were much humbler. Ifoneignoresthe dialing numbers on the telephone. For The pascaline astounded the scient- 
abacus and digital computing (count- _ example, toenter the number 30, asty- ists and mechanics of the time. Pascal 
ing on your fingers), then the era of lus would be inserted into a small hole attempted to market his device, but 

mechanical computing began in 1643. at the number 3 on the tens disk. The _ cost, repair difficulties, and the fear 
In 1648 the Frenchman Blaise Pas- disk would be turned clock-wise three- that too many bookkeepers would be 

cal built the first successful mechani- tenths of a turn, a bar preventing the left without a livelihood kept it from 
cal calculator. The precocious Pascal, stylus from going any further. being a success. 
scientist, mathematician, and theolo- Of course, the machine had to be able In 1694, Leibniz constructed a work- 
gian, completed his “calculating en- to “carry” digits from one counter to able calculating machine. (This was 
gine” when he was only twenty. He the next. Pascal accomplished this “stepped wheels.” The stepped wheel 
Bye “(Gd OS Ramee _ eh Sosamecsaraa ; who developed calculus, concurrent 
Sonne ee SARE | ee Ps See ree een KE with, and independent of, Sir Isaac 
= 5 4 meee: Lerrryy BERIT x bE Ry Sead, OE Newton.) Like Pascal, Leibniz had de- 
en ie . Se ai ors. uf! = sere! Ee (aa sired to build a machine to obtain relief 
= % \@ g ) ae ss cexamiuue [ut ae ote ae Ny we from burdensome calculations, which 
=f eee il * y. a a ee a he deemed to be unproductive use of a 
—-¥ “1. UE erg 1, 6 tore creative, scientific mind. 
°y yy ie Beer ey | PRi se) Siege i: ale Leibniz studied Pascal’s design and 
f ‘ ie ‘ mie 6 lire eer replaced the numbered disks with 
f ‘ eet vag aM ae Se Ss gt “stepped wheels”. The stepped wheel ; ilies 2] jf. (Se i lee |j@ete? =» was a cylinder which had nine ribs 
ro eT ee SRE ee (gear teeth of various lengths). The 

era = ie oes % e | ities aH ribs could engage with a nine-toothed 
eng pak i A ae second gear, thus turning cogs and a 

eter < OVE, Ho arenas numbered dial. The second gear could 
“In 1643 the Frenchman Blaise Pascal built the first successful mechanical calcula- be shifted along the axis of the stepped 
tor...dubbed the ‘pascaline’ (pictured above). Of course this was a calculator, not a wheel, so as to engage with one rib, all 
computer, but here lies the origin of the computer.” (IBM photo) nine ribs, or any number in between. 

Turning the cylinder one revolution 
dubbed it the “pascaline.” Of course  throughaclever ratchet arrangement. could result in any number from one to 
this was a calculator, nota computer, A ratchet arm attached to each coun- nine being entered, depending upon 
but here lies the origin ofthecomputer. ter disk would gradually rise as the the position of the second gear. Of 

The pascaline was about thesizeand counter went from 0 to 9. When the course, Leibniz’s calculating engine 
shape of two cigar boxes laid end-to- counter passed nine, the ratchet arm consisted of many such stepped wheels 
end. On its top surface it hada row of dropped, turning the counter disk to in series of parallel. The stepped wheels 
six disks, each disk bearing the num- _ the left one-tenth of a turn. were set on shafts, all turned by a hand 
bers one to nine on its circumference. The machine could perform the four crank which allowed one to literally 
Each disk was geared to another num- basic arithmetic functions: addition, “crank out” solutions. 

» — ~ — cr os 7 @ 
Sh IB Kh oc bssocc beac ab ris thea hct a ae a Y 

Pome noche onal creel Peon Serdie eeelh MerraaS en Oe i ae ” ie. ees AG 
Natl ~! ; — eee i wt + ee ee oe a ae - je =e 

| +4 Bh we Re ey] i i4% . a | EAS i i ae 
, w igo Net * my ~ tel 19 _ 1 eect wn I seiminnitdalvecscagenl pee 

With Leibniz's calculating machine, the user could multiply (calculated by repeated addition) and Literally “crank” out 
solutions by turning the arm on the left. (IBM photo) 

bered disk whichacted asacounter.At — subtraction, multiplication, and div- Leibniz’s calculator worked, but was any time, just one digit of the counter _ision. Multiplication could be per- not commercially practical. It is sig- disk would be visible through a win- formed through repeated addition. To _ nificant in that it introduced mechani- 
dow. From right to left, the first disk multiply 327 by 54, 827 would be en- cal ideas utilized by later practical 
represented ones, the second tens, the __ tered 4 times on the ones disk and 5 machines, 
third hundreds, and soon. Withthesix _ timeson the tens disk. Subtraction and Others built upon the designs of Pas- 
disks, one could go up to 999,999. The _ division were essentially accomplished cal and Leibnitz, introducing innova- 
disks were spring-loaded, and numbers through reversing the addition and tions of their own. Yet these were still were entered in a manner similar to _ multiplication processes. just calculators; they had no memory 
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and could not perform logic operations. Babbage’s work was well known and On dollar bill sized cards, Hollerith 

Charles Babbage,an English mathe- _ generally well received. A colleague punched holes in predetermined posi- 
matician born in 1791, devoted his life inspired by Babbage, L.F.Menabrea, _ tions indicating sex, age, race, and 
to the designing of calculating ma- wrote: “Who can foresee the conse- other census information. The card 
chines. Babbage was frustrated by the | quencesofsuchan invention? Intruth, | was then set in a holder. A matrix of 
tedium of producing mathematical how many precious observations re- electrified wires was passed over the 

tables. Even with the greatest care, | main practically barren for the pro- card. Where a hole was encountered, a 
errors were inevitable. In Babbage’s _ gressof thesciences, because thereare Wire would go through making contact 
day, mathematical tables were essen- not powers sufficient for computing with the mercury in a cup below. The 
tial in surveying, astronomy, architec- the results! The idea of constructing an resulting electrical signal would actu- 
ture, navigations, and many other apparatus capable of aiding human _ateacounter. With Hollerith’s punched 
areas. Governments, at great expense, | weakness in such researches is a con- card tabulator, the 1890 census was 
commissioned the compiling of tables ception which, being realized, would completed in two years. This was the 
of astronomical positions, logarithms, | mark aglorious epoch in the history of | Prelude to automated data processing. 
square roots, interest, and so on. Bab- the sciences.” At about this time, technology began 
bage felt that mechanization of calcula- Several developments were neces- to advance more rapidly. Key-driven 
tion was the solution. Thehuman being, _ sary before the “glorious epoch” began adding machines and cash registers 
that error-inducing agent, had to be 75 years later with ENIAC. The work became hot items. They provided the 
eliminated. ofan American named Herman Holle- __ start of two well-known computer com- 

Babbage devised a machine which rith was of great importance. Holle- panies of today: the Burroughs Corpor- 
could compile mathematical tables rith was an engineer involved in devel- ation and IBM. Now the high quality 

whose terms could be represented as oping census statistics for the federal gears and cams which Babbage needed 
polynomial series. He called his ma- government. The 1880 census had taken so badly were being mass-produced. 

chine the difference engine, since it eight years to complete, and it was Several scaled-down versions of the 
employed the method of differences in predicted that the 1890 census would _ difference engine were constructed. 
making calculations. take more than ten. Hollerith received | They caused quite a stir and found 
Babbage made detailed plans for the inspriation for a solution from the useful applications compiling astro- 

larger difference engines with greater same punched card looms that Charles nomical tables, actuarial tables, and 

capabilities, butdroppedtheminfavor | Babbage had studied. the like. continued on page 31 
of an even grander vision. He saw that 
he might be able to make a machine = = i 
which could do more than just calcu- seas el ek ile Me 
late tables, one which would actually . eT ae _ cited D 
do general problem solving. Because - sigan a ae 
he felt that such a machine would re- ee eng Sa ee 
direct the whole course of mathemati- a . - La wl if a 
cal analysis, Babbage called his new ‘led a. . i 

machine the analytical engine. J age ma fs cae 

The analytical engine foreshadowed ry te Pr we |) PY | 
the essential concepts of a modern ot a a 
computer. It had an arithmetic unit for a iu" ae erst 
performing calculations, amemory unit dee r ; oa Co 
for storing intermediate results and or tm F po bo 
instructions, and input and output ie Am © | 
devices. ‘eealt : U : 

The input devices of the analytical : ae ged : Oh 4 
engine were particularly interesting. “ com ak ? 
Babbage borrowed an idea that had ' Weds 0 mS fa 
been applied to weaving looms. In | i cy fr 2 — 
order to weave intricate patterns, . Gy em Sad St 
punched press-board cards were used oes . Le io , Py ~ ] 

as “programs”. ‘ id i Gi i j 
Though Babbage made detailed draw- i oe > ie | 

ings and explanations for both his dif- oe. § eS ee 
ference and analytical engines, nothing mth Gt ee eo } 
was built. Babbage’s designs were just ye ia { ‘ il ye : 
infeasible for his day; he was ahead of Aik sl Te; é Co 
his time. His designs demanded toler- Steric on 1 Ps 
ances never before attempted. His ana- { Be j 4 i rd ost 

lytical engine would have required eo a eo 4 i! ee eal neva 
several tons of intricate clockwork. —— i ‘ee sag oor a ee 

Even witha large inheritance from his La ee — 
father and support from the English ji . Po - ee ee " 
government, he was never able to put : - etl * 
together enough money to see his de- oe 
signs beyond the blueprint stage. Bab- 5 
bage died an embittered man. Charles Babbage’s “Difference Engine”. (IBM photo) 
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* ‘ Yes Enginbeering! You won't find the 
Enginbeering? word ina technical dictionary - yet. 
However, it is a word that can be used to describe what an 
Engineer at the Miller Brewing Company does - Engineer Beer. 
From continuous process manufacturing and high speed 
packaging lines to the construction and modification of brewing 
and container manufacturing facilities, our Corporate 
Engineering staff is engaged in some of the most sophisticated 
engineering challenges to be found in any industry. Immediate 
opportunities are available in the following areas: 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
Our Electrical Engineers work with power generation, 
distribution and utilization; illumination; solid state controls, 
including programmable controllers, micro-processors, analog 
and digital control. Travel required. BSEE preferred. 

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
Find challenges with project engineering and sophisticated high 
speed packaging systems; utilities engineering, including coal 
fired boilers, turbo generators, refrigeration, compressed air 
and carbon dioxide processing systems. Must be available for 
travel. BSME preferred. 

BT Ss INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 
-oea-\ ‘ ‘ Face independent responsibilities that encompass all IE areas, 

fo | AN including operation analysis, operations research, facilities 
“ ie W\ planning, site selection, feasibility studies and cost 

a >» \ * 4 improvement projects. A degree is preferred. Travel is a must. 

. wh 3 ye yore eh We can also provide you with a world of career potential 
‘ VA ty t that is matched by very few companies. Miller engineers 

Yee bsg are engaged in modernization and expansion programs 
- + that are backed by a $2 billion commitment. We welcome 

new ideas and provide the resources and management 
Se support to turn them into reality. If it sounds exciting to you... 

\) ~ CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 
@ <<. Mareh 9th 

\ a *s Get the Miller Career Facts! Send us a 
VS letter or resume: Rob Schildknecht, 

Dept. #9216-81, Miller Brewing Company, 
3939 West Highland Blvd., Milwaukee, WI 53201. 

Employing and Promoting Equally Today and Tomorrow.



Computer Aided Design (CAD) Serpe ee eo ee 
by Eric Loucks concern over technical details such as mated drafting system to indentify the 
and Mike Hanizeski the standard sizing of bolts and other materials to remove. from stock and 

components. Draftspeople can turn out determine the machining procedure. 

quality drawings twice as fast, and CAM would also allow cutting or dril- 

Eric Loucks wrote this article after corrections take minutes instead of ling to be monitored and controlled 
consolidating information from Mike days. Though CAD does not eliminate from a computer terminal. 
Hanizeski’s M.E. 397 paper on CAD- laboratory testing of prototypes, the The full potential of digitized models 
CAM. Eric is a graduate teaching assis- quantity of laboratory analysis is great- has yet to be discovered. Automated 
tant in Civil Engineering, and Mike is ly reduced because final designs can be drafting has been available for about 
a junior in Mechanical Engineering. arrived at more expediently. five years, while CAD and CAM sys- 

Within the next few years, it is ex- tems are just now emerging onto the 
pected that it will be possible to have market. Development will be slow at 
direct communication between CAD first while research and development 

These days, it is not uncommon to systems and the manufacturing pro- groups evaluate how CAD or CAM can 

tour an engineering firm and observe cess with the development of computer fulfill their individual needs. Clearly 
the draftspeople working at computer aided manufacturing (CAM) software. these systems are powerful tools that 
keyboards rather than drawing tables. ACAM computer would be able to use are likely to gain importance in many 
There are a number of ways to input _ the final design stored by the auto- branches of engineering. 0 

the shape and dimensions of an object 
into the computer. Mistakes don’t re- 

quire laborous erasing; errant lines 
are simply zapped from memory. Once 

a description of the object’s shape has 
been keyed in or ‘digitized’, it can be 
displayed on the screen of a graphics 
terminal as viewed from any direction, ROR TEN BE LE LE TEENIE SEO LRN LONE NEN aaa, 

in any perspective. Say the inside and & é = = 

outside dimensions of a house were ae 

digitized: modern graphics software * 

could take you in the front door, up the So 

stairs, and display an orthogonal view ee ool 

of the back bedroom. Any display on So  hhmU 2 ae 

the screen can be printed by a process —rtrCS—S ao 
suitable for engineering plans. These ee _ 
capacities are found in typical auto- - —rtC—™ — ; 

mated drafting systems that are avail- | oo a SS =) 

able for as little as $30,000. _ a 
An automated drafting system is the / a oe 

key component of sophisticated com- a os 

puter aided design (CAD) systems. A Be ORs Te . 
CAD processor uses the automated ies nccpamannnn = 
drafting system’s visual model to create —————e———— 
a digital physical model that can ps 
dynamically analyzed under simulate’ ; ws 

working conditions. It is possible for a ; gh Da ath ggg imal Hegllegiggs ie va . bin 
design engineer to investigate the load eo a gl a ead uma Ko 
bearing characteristics of ashape with- — Lea we —_= a r a 

out ever building a prototype. i ee ee 

State-of-the-art CAD systems cost Scene rhe 

more than half a million dollars. Still, insula icchaaiiiniiieadiiinatditaascmince 

large manufacturers find that they 
can recover their investment in two 
years or less in research and develop- “Though CAD does not eliminate laboratory testing of prototypes, the quantity of 

ment savings. Designers are freed from laboratory analysis is greatly reduced.” (Literature photo) 
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No hype. S O 
No empty promises. IGN UP F R 

Just some straight talk about CS. US 
achievement...and about the opportunities AMP 

available with the achievers who are 
reshaping the world of microelectronics. INTERVI EWS 

We developed the first semiconductor 
memory. Next came news of a computer 
on achip. Our recent announcement of MARCH 2 4 & 5 

the iAPX 432 micro mainframe represents j 
another quantum leap in the advancement 

of computer technology. , , 

We achieved this success by cutting ——_graguates. If you are unable moet with 
through red tape, ignoring the status quo, our recruiters, send us your resume or a 

ang giving invented people the Weve letter that outlines your education, work 
and support to try new ideas. We ve experience and your career ambitions, in prospered with this approach, and today it care of “INTEL COLLEGE RELATIONS,” 

is our standard. to the location of your choice: Oregon, 
Check out an Intel career. We'll talk 5200 N.E. Elam Young Parkway, Hillsboro, 

straight about compensation and OR 97123; California, 3065 Bowers 
advancement based on results. We'll Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051: Arizona, 

explain the advantages of choosing to 5000 W. Williams Field Road, Chandler, AZ 
work in Oregon, Arizona, Texas or 85224; Texas, P.O. Box 9968, 12675 
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(cont. from page 8 ) 

speeds can be used for fuel efficiency. taneous and average fuel economy, nected to a computer through an appro- 
Electronic systems are also used on estimated arrival time, engine speed, priate interface, and the computer 
some ears to control the mechanical coolant temperature, and a variety of would change the throttle position with- 
lock-up points on automatic transmis- other information. Lincoln and Chrysler in the limits of low emissions and good 
sions, also in the interest of fuel ef- later introduced similar systems on fuel economy. 

ficiency. luxury models. In addition, certain Detroit’s switch to computer-con- 
Another interesting application was Lincolns and Fords have computer- trolled systems has not been without 

introduced on 1981 Cadillacsequipped controlled door locks activated by a problems and setbacks. With the new 
with the variable-displacement V8-6-4 code panel on the door. The computer- _ technology come additional materials 
engine. The V8-6-4 name was derived __izedinformationsystemscanbebought — and development costs the consumer 
from the computer’s ability todisable on the automotive aftermarket for use must accept in the form of higher car 
the valve systems of twoorfourcylind- _ in gasoline-powered cars. prices. Furthermore, service techni- 
ers, effectively transforming the V-8 Some familar engine components are cians need company training and spe- 
into a V-6 or V-4 under light engine being made obsolete by the power of _ cial diagnostic equipment to diagnose 
loads. Tests of the engine indicate that | automotive engine computers. Oneex- _ ailing computer systems. Many pri- 
the displacement change was hardly ampleisthecarburetor, which isabout | vate service stations and do-it-your- 
noticeable, and fueleconomy rosewhen _ to be replaced in many applications by _ selfers have neither the training nor 
the car was driven conservatively.  throttle-body injection (TBI). TBI con- the equipment for the task, thus nar- However, the engine has since been __ sists of a fuel injection which sprays | rowing the consumer's choice for ser- 
replaced by a new 4.2 liter V-8. fuel under electronic control into a __ vice. In any case, new computer appli- 

Cadillac also uses microcomputer _ throttle body atop the intake manifold. cations will decline considerably if 
technology in a drive information sys- | The TBI unit is simpler, lighter, and sensor/transducer technology is not 
tem it introduced on 1978 Sevilles as more precise than a comparable car- _ developed quickly, since a computer is 
the “Tripmaster”. The system consists buretor and offers a number of advan- usually useless without sensory data. 
of a digital display showing instan- tages. Pontiac installs TBI on 1982 2.5 Despite these problems, there are 

liter engines and has realized economy predictions that electronics will be used 
gains of 4 to 6 mpg, acleaner exhaust, a in automotive applications more so- 
7 percent horsepower increase, and phisticated than those used today. 
improved drivability over the 1981 Radar braking has been proposed as a 

: powerplants. Other manufacturers safety feature which could “see” obstac- 
13 MIL have installed their own versions of les and apply the brakes automatically 

18 MIL TBI on luxury models and interest in to avoid them. However, systems like 
the system is growing. radar braking will not be developed in 

Ser Some industry officials suggest that the near future, at least not on a large 
the computerization of the engine will scale. There are formidable technical 

a “not stop at the carburetor. The ignition barriers to their development, and auto 
ole — distributor may be replaced by a com- industry officials are not anxious to 

ee ~—Ss puter since it could easily perform the add more costly features to cars be- 
Pao, ee distributor's ignition firing and tim- cause consumer price resistance is al- 
i ing duties. Even the accelerator pedal ready high. 

F- iG . - | = may lose its direct authority over throt- Today’s automobile owner may never 
- == _ ~ tle position: the pedal could be con- want to drive a totally computer-con- 

soe? oe. 32K S trolled car, but he or she should realize 
- EE OIE that computerization, although not in- 

The miniaturization of the chip has greatly facilitated today’s automobile compu- expensive, has had many positive ef- 
ters. Compare the sizes of the 9-inch long 32k memory made in 1968 (below) and the fects. Tt has made automotive design 
32k core memory used in 1980 engine computers (above). and research more effective and less 

expensive. It has made automobile pro- 

; duction more efficient and tightened 
: we quality control. Computer-controlled 

ie J engines are more efficient than their 
i : aga) ope Cimon ess Scania ronan ae ae a predecessors and emit fewer pollutants 

a ¥ Ree) WG eae Ten fdlh ieee Ti at | than thought possible ten years ago. 
cual ca: eee — EE ee eee rae ee At the same time, the shift to compu- 
Me hhmGThmUCm hmm CU GE a ea ‘ ter technology will demand more of 

ey | — = |. La ; | Se those in planning to work in industry. 
sot ean ee i / 4 ne As computer-controlled robots are 

Be ce 3 i? | 1 : ' hee developed, it will become harder for 
soem a | i | y i A _ unskilled workers to find employment. 
er ee ee Fa ee I Thus, technical and vocational educa- 
ceed es aaa oS eee fk Ta eT eee tion will become very important. In 
oe a a A A AO eae a ee a addition, automakers will be forced to 

z Ty De 
= make large investments in computer- 

Deets i ss 7 Pe . os La - 4 —D—sSse:SC—“‘é?}® ized eguigmnens fey wish to remain 
SSA = competitive with foreign corporations. 

ee eee FE PP _— 
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A hi People like you who have ence in the world. For further information please 
Cc 1evers. received your degrees in write or call collect: Tom Linnell, (312) 269-3554; 

engineering and are now ready to use that education Sargent & Lundy, 55 East Monroe, Chicago, Illinois 
with another achiever. Sargent & Lundy. One of the 60603. An equal opportunity employer m/f. 
world's finest consulting engineering firms in the 
power industry. 

It's the best way we know for new professionals to 
apply all the knowledge they've learned in the class- 
room. Because our high technology environment is 
one in which they'll receive “hands-on” experience 7 
from the outset. SARGENT & LUNDY 
From one achiever to another... look into the possi- ENGINEERS 
bilities at Sargent & Lundy. It will make all the differ- Growth Through Management-By-Engineers



State-of-the-Art Programmables 
ge 

by Ron Meyer and John Wengler 2° certain letters for a given quantity Yesterday’s programmables were 
(e.g., t=time), which are confusing toa capable of storing only a few programs. 
student even when he has a book in Although these programmables expe- 
front of him. The programmer with an dited the user’s calculations, he or she 
alphanumeric calculator can assign often needed to erase important and 

The proud owner of a Casio FX- unique, distinguishable variable lengthy programs due to storage lim- 
602P, Ron Meyer believes inthe worthof names like “mass” and “friction”, and itations. The FX-602P and HP-41 have 
a programmable calculator for the en- have the calculator display the solution unique program recording accessories 
gineering student. John Wengler, ofour — totheequationasadistinguishablean- _ that have limitless storage capacities. 
editorial staff, wrote with Ron this re- — swer such as “velocity=20”. The user _ By using the special jack and the Mag- 
view of programmable models HP-41 can be prompted by alphanumeric _ netic Tape Interface, programs from 
and F'X-602P. flags: the calculator might display the Casio FX-602P can be recorded on 
Ron is a junior in Mechanical Engi- “mass?” after the user has entered his any tape player, from portable to the 

neering and is a member of Pi Tau response to “friction?”. This is a dis- finest home deck. The HP-41 records 
Sigma honor fraternity. John is a sopho- tinct advantage over regular program- its programs on small magnetic tapes 
more in Civil Engineering and the mables with which the user must take | when interfaced with its special card 
associate editor of the Wisconsin pains to follow written flow-charts to reader. The HP card reader reads 

Engineer. enter the correct dataattherighttime. | programs faster than the Casio sys- 

Two state-of-the-art program- " lie ee 4 j a. 
mables, the Hewlett Packard HP-41C — gee 
and the Casio FX-602P, are considered : SS ~~ & >... pf 
the most sophisticated calculators, fal- ‘ | | — / i i aac cy 
ling just short of computers. By pro- * @ co ee a. Et 4 

gramming his calculator, the student ’ .. ti ; a 
can solve quadratic and cubic equa- q t eae cae | 
tions, 4x4 determinates, and interpo- s nase iniaibgnle i SS y~", 
late by simply entering data points. ed =i ee, EN tT ils 
The Casio FX-602P and HP-41 can tie itlicieoai as a enn t gS a en ae, 
also compute definite integrals with ed dd a a a zw # : fe 
programs incorporating Simpson’s GW 2 5255Sesecce) ce + Mie tins = tae De. wm 8d 

Rule. The student saves time by writ- wy Gg) Gad God ad ad 
ing a program for a equation which ‘ ant se ee 
must be evaluated many times for dif- . . : . — . 
ferent values. Often, inalabsituation, Above left: The printer for the Casio F-X-602P in use; the printer may also be 
the student is compelled to use trial interfaced with other Casio models, as exhibited here using the FX-702P, a hand- 

and error to solve problems. By writ- held computer. (Courtesy of Richard Cashwell, Reactor Lab Director.) Above right: 

ing a program and then changing data Any contemporary program mable can match the capabilities of this WANG 720C 
values, the student may narrow in on Programmable Calculator which cost $2000 in 1968. Below: The HP-41C and its 

an answer with minimal time and  Printer/Plotter recording data on paper tape. (Courtesy of University Bookstore) 

effort. In additional to the standard : . 
statistical functions, both the FX-602P pisernngege a ‘ | . 
and the HP-41 can generate random \cscummmeae! Eas ee : b oe a, a > 
numbers. 2 - a i 

A feature that distinguishes the FX- A esl | ' 7 J 
602P and HP-41 from other program- ieee ‘ 7 tte ‘ ‘a 
mables is their alphanumeric capacity. ge tae ew. a ; feo 
(A calculator with alphanumerics can es ba i ey f 4 -——- er wii ands 

display both letters and numbers.) eh pk 7 {= a2 si 4 % 
Alphanumerics make the calculator [@¢mecesmesr—ecccay = 2am a acres = 
easier to use by showing messages in “ " ee Pc cai toatd : ~ 
English that help pin-point operating i Sasa Ss 

errors. It is common for equations to a wae emma ms 
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tem, and individual program cards special music capability consisting of ssiiimiiiiiaseiaiiiiaiaaaas . 
may be exchanged easier with asso- three octavesin true pitch, whileallow- | [© 2 (2 70) 10" is 5 aaa 
ciates than programs on tapes. Both ing for a full range of sixteenth to whole ic ef ee eG 
companies sell program books and notes. Lastly, the alphanumerics allow ie Je oe oo  . : 
special appliation, pre-recorded cards acommand over the English language te -| Tor 
or tapes. The owner keeps a program that far excells the old trick ofentering | ye | | ‘ logof hisown sohe mayalwaysfindthe “01134” and turning the calculator ON 
program to solve his problem. upside down to read “hello” on its ve Cl 

Accessories available for the FX- display. eee 
602P and HP-41 add greater dimen- Investing in either of the calculators | Mee 
sions as professional investments. Both depends on the purchaser’s needs and ei : 
offer attachable printers on which inter- budget. The FX-602P is considered to We 4 i 
mediate values may be printed. Pro- be priced within the student budget | "se ™ : = 
grams may be printed on the ae © range, while the more sophisticated -_ 3 
that they may be exchanged with other HP-41 costs much more. The HP-41 is ‘na etoe . seme ~ 
FX-602P programmers. The HP is preferred by professionals; the calcu- Courtesy of Deate Lede! 
actually a printer/plotter capable of lator was chosen to be used on the space 
printing graphs of data created from shuttle mission. Casio is known for its 
its programs. HP offers many other durability even when carried in back- 
accessories, including a bar-code read- packs. Many a consumer has been Q ' 
ing wand, and special application and amazed by Casio salesmen hurling Lo cell eae : 
additional memory modules that may demonstration models (often in the a se | | 
be attached to the HP-41. process of calculations) against walls ip hea Lah 

Both the Casio FX-602P and HP-41 demonstrating this famed durability. La hid dis : dit = 
have functions to entertain the stu- Though the student may make it H ’ sie 
dent. Programmable games, such as a through college with an ordinary scien- = : i Lr] = 5 numeric “Master Mind”, Hidden tific calculator, much time can be saved : : e 
Gopher game, and Secret Number and accuracy ensured through the . y a. 
game, are amusing and challenging to ownership of today’s state-of-the-art , 5 
all ages. (The programs have adjusta- programmable. 0 ae aa " i 
ble ability levels.) The Casio also has a A silicon dise 's shown above. Below is 

one chip from the disc magnigied 80 
pe ones, 

The heart of modern high speed 
_— i computers and micro-processors is the 
es integrated circuit. Miniaturization by 

Pee, & combining complex electronic and logic 
~ we. functions into tiny chips has allowed 

oh Seiags reduction in physical size and power 
Sas Be ca use, as well as increasing speed due to 
Bee eu the shorter distance a given signal 

’ Re: Ree Pee Mi must travel. The mass production of 
® bare Pe a 8 eae Mt chips made the calculator lighter and 

Ps ee ie. Fh oe $ less expensive in the 1970’s. i 
‘ sabe se Re Oe ayy Near perfect cylindrical silicon 
a mee oF, a Rye ‘y ee Fg crystals, inches in diameter, are syn- 
Aas ge. | Rt Sd thetically grown under high pressure 

=~/- y ~ uta) E to eliminate dependence on mother 
4 —_ Q -- ee, Sy io nature for size and purity (a problem 

‘ vate \ Saad tl Bie! ’ . faced in early development). The crys- 
" E tt ns a eae Te tals are sliced into very thin discs, then 

12 en wen. aoe doped (coated) with layers of chemical 
oe os eg 5 impurities such as arsenic and boron. idl These layers are only microns thick 

ae and have differing conductivities. 
i A light sensitive material is spread 

on the disc, which is then exposed like a 
photograph, with the circuit design as 
the negative. The discs are etched to 
allow contact with the different layers, 

7 | | state street and then cut into quarter-inch square 
. ‘ 7 chips. The chips are burnt in by test- 

madison, wisconsin 53703 ing at extremes of voltage and current. 
The unit is then wrapped in plastic, 

. . exposing only the contact points which 
t b Kk t allow the chip to be mounted on a cir- 

universli Y Ooo S ore cuit board. a 
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(cont. from page 23) 

The invention of the differential een : ! 2 
analyzer by Vannevar Bush at MIT i ‘ ropa fe 
was another important development i Ee 7] 
which occured between the two World | @eeeoeeceso i | | 
Wars. The differential analyzer was a os Y Vi 1 
gigantic analog computer for solving @peoceeceo . . | 
differential equations. The machine oF ry hd | 

was a huge assembly of gears, cams, | | tonsa <a . | | 
and differentials which simulated ers Py. | | | 

mechanically the various functions in jpeg wakes a ' 

a differential equation. Finally, the ego oe eh s z Lo ® 
culmination of the mechanical stage of ag mee Wie ies 
computing development was at hand. ee Seen ee A NEE ec ea 

In 1939, IBM, in conjunction with To ee a | : * 1 

Howard Aiken at Harvard University, 5 F — : ‘ P ats bi | ‘ 

began work on a general purpose elec- _&F i A P ta Li | 
tromechanical computer. It was com- i M | ia} a 
pleted in 1944. Aiken hailed it “Bab- ay ae \ : ij “Wee. 
bage’s dream come true”. The com- ~ j nu : oa ui Pal sale * rn ‘ s 

puter was called the Automated Se- ; i a Ap 4 2h jaa 

quence Controlled Calculator, more Ps i i aeane ea en. Soe. ce 

popularly known as Mark 1. ow 4 Dag ee ae) 
Mark 1 had more than 750,000 parts as  , a : 

and 500 miles of wiring. Numbers = 7 < 
were represented by the positions of eo ) = JE 

wheels. When a clutch was engaged, co : md : 
each wheel could be rotated by a con- " ¥ 

tinuously rotating shaft. The wheels Herman Hollerith’s Census tabulating equipment. (IBM photo) 
were aligned so as to make electrical 

connections at appropriate points. 
Through the electrical connections the clicking relays were said to sound like | completion. The era of modern electri- 
clutches of other wheels were actu- “a roomful of ladies knitting”. Mark 1 cal computing had begun. G 

ated. In this manner numerical opera- was expensive to operate, slow, and 
tions were performed. Input was en- prone to breakdown. Still, Mark 1 was 
tered through punched paper tape and in productive operation for fifteen years 
cards. at Harvard before it was retired in 

Output was via printer or punched 1959. 
cards. Mark 1 was quite a monster. Work on ENIAC was just beginning 
When in operation, Mark 1’s gently when construction of Mark 1 was near ws Pp E 

~ ——————" 
— oa ve 

2a caste eer’ ifs. 4 : 
ic rs come 4 

. OTS, Da) sete 4 re Wisconsin Society of 
sy : ct en] verte, on ae Bane ; i fic) s) apr TEs 2p waco Hy EERE | Professional Engineers 

dat Heed eo natn ‘wonton ial oO Bene ol 
iz} spect =e So) S54 2 . a invites student 

j J wfia 2) Sach Seem Sy < ‘4 a : : wo 
i]: | \- a smal Les Fae Oe Ps ome * engineers to join the 

bap ep Spb Sel at te? »! i i Ps =) es ig cil ke = it c ‘ Madison chapter. 
my a! mS i a ea ly 

~ ake fe a atl 

Ee a 4 | If interested, contact 
Se i “a Prof. George Sell 

tae Se ae" ks eae a at is. 
PEEGES 9 SS ge Saat Ms a ae i GaP. 7 2 

Mark I. (IBM photo) Rm. 245 M.E. 262-359 
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the Franklin scheme, and 8.9 percent 
for an alternative scheme. —The Man- 
chester Guardian. 

In the day of rising concern about 
the dangers of chemical and nuclear 
waste disposal, researchers have dis- 

a covered that even “non-hazardous” 
t & T h d materials can cause substantial ground- B I S rea S water contamination. When rain water 

HO percolate through a garbage landfill, 
it can dissolve gasses, salts, and oxides 
and form leachate. At an experimental 
fill at Penn. State University, a bed of 
concrete one foot thick was laid down 

Columnist Tom Frisbie, of the Chi- Tasmanians have voted in favor ofa before dumping began. A year later, 
cago Sun-Times, has proposed a solu- controversial hydro-electric plan to | when the garbage was cleared off, 
tion to the financial problems facing dam the Franklin River, destroying an there was no concrete to be found. It 
Chicago’s Deep Tunnel Project (see area of outstanding natural beauty. had been eaten away by the acid that 
Wisconsin Engineer, Dec. 81.) Mr. Fris- The referendum issue has split the had dripped down on to it. —The 
bie has suggested that the Chicago state’s ruling Labour Government, Progressive. 
Metropolitan Sanitary District (MSD) forcing the resignation of the former 
“should offer to allow our nation’s leader, Mr. Lowe, and putting the The number one best-selling book armed forces to put MX missiles into | Tasmanian Labour Party in conflict for 1981 was reported to be “The Solu- the Deep Tunnel subway in exchange _ with the Federal Party, whichopposes _ tion of Rubic’s Cube”, published by for enough money to complete the pro- flooding the Franklin. Bantam Books. —Paul Harvey News. ject.” The exchange would benefit both A decision to press ahead with the 
parties. The MSD would have enough Franklin scheme would embarrass the 
money to complete its project and the Federal Government which recently President Reagan’s plan to assist the military establishment would have a nominated the southwest of Tasmania, nuclear industry was announced last suitable home for the MXs. However, a including the area which would be fall. Included in the President’s pro- few design changes will be needed. flooded, for the World Heritage list. posals were an end to the Carter imposed “For one thing,” Frisbie discloses, “the Opposition to the plan to flood the ban on reprocessing spent fuel: a MSD missile would have to be re- Franklin River began in 1976. Sir streamlined procedure for licensing designed so it could carry an effective Edmund Hillary called it “one of the nuclear power plants; and completion warhead and yet be thin enough to be last great wilderness areas in the of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor. launched from a standard-sized man- world”, while the British botanist, Dr. The Washington Post reported that the hole. Also, the Joint Chiefs of Staff David Bellamy, said that to destroy the Department of Energy is planning a would have to allow the Cook County area would be “an act of international multi-million dollar campaign to win Democrats to aim the weapons at all vandalism.” support for the President’s plan to uncooperative alien powers, such as The result showed that 38.4 percent promote commercial nuclear power. the Republicans in Springfield.” voted for “no dams”, 52.5 percent for The source of the Post’s story was 

Representative Richard L. Ottinger 2 ii¢ mg (D-N.Y.), Chairman of the House “4 aan -— Energy Conservation and Power Sub- : a en re committee. Ottinger said that a wide i <i range of public relations activities was 
ot ~~» =... = recommended in an internal memo to = . oy i. ; ._ ~ Assistant Secretary Shelby Brewer. : oe fy lies — These include appearances by depart- 
— i  . i a ment officials assisted by outside pub- : i. oF | lic relations agents; a $200,000 study — v ee by the Scientists and Engineers for ff . : , oa Secure Energy (a group the memo { : -. : P rf describes as “a pro-nuclear organiza- = PS vee tion organized to offset the anti-nuclear | P a ‘iy i Al Union of Concerned Scientists”); giv- os j _— ing official interviews to national - _— Se columnists thought to favor the plan; —_ 

Ll g and hiring writers to prepare articles x ae ae a Po. FT = in support of nuclear energy under the my _ — | a. ~ names of department officials. Ottin- | > stein . fF = ger called the plan “a blatant propa- # a - . cg ganda campaign for the nuclear power = a : ee 4 industry that will cost the American 
The Christo photo exhibit “Running Fence” at the Madison Civic Center has been taxpayer millions of dollars.” extended to veil lobby renovations in the Mechanical Engineering Building. —Environment 
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Challenge... 
ae x 
y a 

eee pow “ a 

Poe es ) ee oO Pa — , ye ) oe ‘Sy a. 9 a j ae” i come a 

eel, Kg IRS ae 

A ORB A A SEQ TL OO 
eNO oO Wrage rer begs oS 

‘ yey ! A _——————— 
tw BON AGN cow TT 

In today’s complex Nee 
technological society it > a x 
takes exceptional planning development we ys 
and engineering to build a of these projects te 
better tomorrow. The Corps of | must be carefully balanced 
Engineers’ dedicated civilian with the preservation of our 
professionals ... engineers, natural environment. The 
planners and environmen- balance is precarious, the 
talists, biologists, economists, challenge extreme. As a edi 
landscape architects ... are _ civilian employee with the 
working on a variety of jobs in Corps of Engineers you will be 
a variety of places inthe U.S. joining an organization that Us Arty Corps 
and overseas to improve and _ believes people are our most of Engineers 
protect the quality of life for all important asset. People who — AN Affirmative Action 
citizens. We plan, design, respond to a challenge with Equal Opportunity Employer: 
construct and operate water = commitment, skill and 
resource projects, build and innovation. You can help us Corps of Engineers 
improve our nation’s ports and meet the challenge. Ask us Department of the Army 
harbors, build hospitals and and we'll tell you more abouta Washington, D.C. 20314 
housing projects for the career with the Corps 
Defense Department. The of Engineers.
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PROPULSION BATTERY FUEL TANK 

ELECTRIC MOTOR 

cS 
SS KEG 4-CYLINDER Se — Ci | | ~B 0 ys, 

GASOLINE ENGINE ” Za | aa ‘ ae 

ZR EI J / MWA yy ZA SS } BAZ </7EN B 
x vel ~\ << /| EE sti f fy 
Ze Sy KS A Bl 
FE tT LF 0 A i W 

> oY Te Sp Ne Ae 
SR \ aad oo gal O| gr io iA or off and when to switch 
—— ets AX2 ) ol ae { \ \ SG” from gasoline engine to elec- a Sy << ke gM | RS >” tric motor, It blends in each power 

Sp i GCS ) JY §>” source so smoothly that there is no 
SUT i Wers Ni gs” jumping or jerking, 

” NS Cy cy Ee Ze /))\ The result is a car that gives big engine 
SX rE og performance and small-engine fuel economy, It’s 

Rae Oe Ls) i estimated that gas consumption will be cut in half. 
{ou The hybrid car could well be the wave of the future 

It's both. in personal transportation. 
It's a hybrid car being developed by General Looking for new and practical solutions to 

Electric for the Department of Energy, It’s powered by _ transportation problems is just one example of research 
both a gasoline engine and an electric motor. in progress at GE. We're constantly investigating new 

This car runs part of the time on gasoline, part technologies, new materials, and innovative applica- 
of the time on batteries, and combines both power _ tions for existing technologies—in such areas as energy 
sources when needed. sources, motors and drives, aerospace systems. 

The electric motor will be used primarily for This takes talent—engineering talent—not just 
speeds from zero to 30 mph, and the gasoline engine _ in research and development, but in design and manu- 
for most highway driving. When you need extra power — facturing, application and sales. 
for passing, the electric motor automatically kicks in to — - 
boost the power. | If you'd like to know more about engineering 

The key to the operation of this vehicle isa} Opportunities at GE, check your Placement Office 
GE-designed microcomputer, This computer, about | OF write to: Engineering, Building 36-504, Schenec- 
the size of a cigar box, continually receives signals from | tady, NY 12345. 
more than three dozen sensors, measuring all the 
functions of the vehicle. 

The microcomputer takes this information and 
determines the amount of power needed to meet the GENERAL ELECTRIC 
driver's command when he presses on the accelerator 
or brake pedal. It then decides when to turn power on An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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